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Abstract

In this paper we consider the problem of finding an equilibrium in an economy with
nonlinear constant returns to scale production activities. To find an eyuilibrium we pro-
pose an adjustment process in which the prices of the commodities and the activity levels
of production adjust simultaneously. The process starts at a price vector at wllich each
production activity has non positive profit. ~Ve show that the process follows a path which
connects the starting point with an equilibrium of the economy. From this it follows that
the existence of a price vector at which each production activity has non positive profit
implies the existence of an equilibrium. The equilibrium can be computed by using a sim-
plicial algorithm or by solving a sequence of Liuear Variational Ineyuality Problems.

Iíey words: constant returns to scale production, equiliGrium, adjustment process, sim-
plicial approximation
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1 INTRODUCTION

In this paper we consider the equilibrium problem in an economy with nonlinear constant
returns to scale production activities. In Van den Elzen, Van der Laan and T'alman [i] an
adjustment process has been introduced to find an equilibrium in an economy with linear
production activities. This adjustment process starts at an arbitrarily chosen price vector
in the unit price simplex, such that all firms have negative profits per unit production.
Therefore the activity levels of all firms are set initially equal to zero. Along the path
followed by the process prices and activity levels are adjusted according to the sign vector
of the net excess demand and keeping the levels of tlre activities equal to zero as long as
the profits are negative. It is shown tlrat the adjustment process converges to a pair of
equilibrium prices and activity levels. In Kremers and Talman [9] an iterative algorithm to
solve the equilibrium problem has been given. This algoritlrm solves tlre problem through
solving a sequence of Linear Variational Inequality Problems on the set of feasible prices.

In this paper we generalize the adjustment process of Van den Elzen, Van der Laan
and Talman [7] to find an equilibrium in an economy with nonlinear constant returns to scale
production. The production side of such an economy can be described by an activity matrix
whose entries depend continuously on the prices. A sufficient condition for the existence
of an equilibrium is that at any price vector tl~ere can be no productiorr without input.
Under this condition there exists a price vector at which a1l production technologies have
negative profits per unit output. Starting at such a price vector we propose an adjustment
process which generically converges to an equilibrium of the economy. This process increases
initially the prices of the commodities with positive excess demand and decreases the prices
of the commodities with negative excess cleuiand. Firrns only produce when they make zero
profits.

In Section 2 we describe the moclel and we state conditions under which there exists
a price vector for which all production technologies have negative profits. In Section 3 we
describe the adjustment process a.nd prove that the process converges to an equilibrium.
The Sections 4 and 5 are concerned witlr the computation of an equilibrium. A summary
and conclusions are given in Section 6.

2 THE MODEL

~Ve consider an economy with a finite number of consumers, m firms having constant returns
to scale production technologies, indexed by i- I, ... , m, and n-~ 1 commodities, indexed
by j- 1,...,n f l.

The consumers are assumed to maximize their utilities under their budget con-
straints. Each consumer is endowed with an (n f 1)-dimensional strictly positive vector of
commodities. At sorne price vector p E R~}r `{0}, the budget of a consumer is the value
oi his endowrnent. Let d(p) be the aggregate demand of the consumers at price vector p
and let z(p) be the excess demand, i.e. z(p) is the aggregate demand d(p) minus the total
initial endowments. Under standard assumptions on the utility functions of the consumers
and bounded consumption sets, utility maximization yields an excess demand function z
being homogeneous of degree zero in the prices, i.e., z(ap) - z(p) for all a~ 0, and which
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satisfies Walras' law, i.e., for all p, pTz(p) - 0. 1`loreover, z is a continuous function of p
on R~}t, see e.g. Varian (15].

Concerning the production technologies ~ve assume that each firm produces just one
output. Let a: { 1, ..., m} y{ 1, ..., n f 1} be a function w}iich assigns the output com-
modity a(i) E{1,...,n ~ 1} to tlie production technology i E{1,...,m}. For a E R"}1,
let ah be the n-vector (n~,...,ah-l,ah~~,...,a„~i)T. Then firm i produces commodity
~r(i) according to a continuous production function f': R~ ~ R, i.e., y„l,l - f'(y-~l'l ) is

the amount of commodity a(i) produced by firm i when y-~1'1 is the n-vector of inputs
of the other commodities j~ a(i). Observe that for some given commodity j, the set
{i ~ ~r(i) - j} might be empty or contain more than one eleinent. We assume that there is
constant returns to scale production.

Assumption P
For all i - 1,...,m, f'(~Y-~l'1) - af'(y-~l`1) for all a 1 0.

From production theory (e.g. see Varian (15] we know that cost-minimizing behaviour
of producer i yields a cost íunction c':R~ y R~ per unit of output of commodity a(i)
satisfying the next properties.

1. c` is non decreasing in p~, j~ n(i),

2. c' is homogeneous of degree 1 in p'~l'l,

3. c' is concave in p~, j~ n(i),

4. c' is continuous in p-"1'1 for p-~1'1 E Rt.

Furthennore, we asswne differentiability of the cost functions.

Assumption C
For all i - 1,...,na, c' is difierentiaUle in p-xl'1 E R~.

With Euler's la.w it follows from property (2) that for every p-~l'1 E R~ that

~c'(I~-~l'1)
c'(P-~l'1) - ~ P~ ~ .

~~~(i)

(1)

Since production goes to infinity if profits per uuit of output are positive, we have that in
equilibrium prices have to satisfy the nonpositive profit conditions, i.e.,

P~(tl G c'(P ~l`l) , i - 1,...,m. (2)

Together with (1) condition (2) can be written as

PTa'(P) ~ 0 , i - 1,...,in,

where á~l~l(p) - 1 and a~(p) - -l7c'~ap„ j~ ~r(i). From Hotelling's Lemma we know

that y~(p) - c~c'~r7p„ j ~ ~r(i), is the cost-minimizing amount of input of good j needed to
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produce one unit of output of commodity ~r(i). So, aÍ(p), j ~ ~r(i), is the negative supply
of commodity j by producer i per unit of output of commodity n(i) at prices p. Following
others ( e.g. see IViorishima [13]) we have now written the nonpositive profit condition as a
generalization of tlie nonpositive profit condition pTa' C 0 for alinear production technology
with activity vector a'. The only difference is that the amount of input of good j~ ~r(i)
per unit of output of good ~r(i) depends on p. Observe that according to property (2) of
the cost functions, the input a~(p) is homogeneous of degree zero in p. This formulation
is well-known in AGE (Applied General Equilibrium) models, e.g. see IV4athiesen (12] or
Fischer, Frohberg, ICeyzer and Parikh (8].

Summarizing we have that for positive prices the economy is characterized by the
excess demand function z and the input-output functions a', i - 1, ... , m, with for all
p E R~}1, pTZ(p) - 0 and pTa'(p) the profit of finn i per irnit production of commodity
a(i), i- 1, ..., m. Ivtoreover, z and a', i- 1, ..., rn, are homogeneous in p of degree zero,
and continuous on R~}~

Let x be a nonnegative ~n-vector ( xl,...,x,,,)T of production levels, i.e., at produc-
tion level x;, producer i produces x; u~iits of output of co~nmodity a(i). Iíence at price
vector p and production level x; the input-output vector or supply vector of producer i is
x;a'(p). With A(p) the ( n ~- l) x rn matrix [a~(p),...,an`(p)], the net supply of the pro-
duction side at price vector p and procluction level vector x is A(p)x. Now an equilibrium
for this economy is a price vector p' aaid a production level vector x', such that the excess
demand of the consumption sector is less than or equal to the net supply of the production
sector and each production technology satisfies the nonpositive profit condition. Let the
net excess demand f:R~}1 `{0} x R~ -. R"}~ be defined as the excess demand of the
consumption sector at p minus the the net supply of the productiou se~tor at ( p,x), i.e.,

f(P,x) - z(P) - A(p)x.

Definition 2.1 A pair (li ,x') E R~tt ` {0} x R} is an equilibriu~u if

1. f(P ,x') C 0,

2. p.T,qÍP') ~ 0.
From 1) it follows that at an equilibrium p'T f(h. x.) - p-TZ(p.)-p-TA(p.)x. --p.T,1(p')x.
G 0, whereas 2) implies that p'TA(p')z' C 0. Hence p'TA(p')x' - 0, so that we have com-
plementarity between x' and p'TA(p'), i.e., x,' - 0 if p'Ta`(p') C 0 and p'Ta`(p') - 0 if
x~ 1 0. Furthermore, it follows that p'T f(p', x' )- 0, so that we also have complementar-
ity between p' and f(li ,x'). In equilibriuin commodities can only be in excess demand if
the corresponding prices are zero. Since both z and a', i- 1, . .. , m, are homogeneous of
degree zero in the prices we have that if (p',x') is an equilibrium pair, then also (~p',x')
is an equilibrium pair for any ~~ 0. Ilence we can normalize the price vectors to the
n-dimensional unit simplex

,~ti
Sn-{pER~}t~~pi-1}.

From condition 2) of Definition 2.I it follows that the set of feasible prices in S" is the set
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T" - {p E Sn I pTA(p) C 0}.

The concavity of the cost functions implies that T" is a convex subset of Sn. Since T" is
the set of prices satisfying the nonpositive profit condition, a necessary condition for the
existence of an equilibrium is that the set T" is not empty. Therefore we make the following
no free production assumption.

Assumption F
For any p E S", A(p)x ~ 0 and x ~ 0 implies that x- 0.

Assumption F says tliat for any price vector there can not be production without input.

Theorem 2.2 The set T" is not empty.

Prooí. Let ~: S" -~ S" be a correspondence defined by

l~(p) - {4 E Sn I 9T A(p) C O} , p E Sn.

Assumption F says that A(p)x - 0 if A(p)x ) 0 and z 1 0. According to Farkas' lemma,
this implies that'i(p) is not empty. For given p, A(p) is a matrix of fixed coeíTicients. llence,
p(p) is a subset of Sn defined by linear constraints and so ji(p) is convex. Furthermore,
Ei(p) is closed and hence also compact. Finally, since the the functions a', i - 1, ... , rrz,
are continuous in p, it follows that ~ is upper semi-continuous in p. Ilence ~ satisfies the
conditions of liakutani's fixed point theorem. From this theorem we have that there exists
a fixed point p' E Ei(p') -{y E Sn ~ yTA(p') C 0}. Ilence p' E Tn. This proves that Tn is
not empty.

Q.E.D.

The next lemma shows that assumptiou F is not only sufficient to prove that Tn is not
empty, but also that the relative interior of T", defined by

int(T" )-{p E S" ~ p~ ~ 0, J- 1, ..., n-~ 1 and pT n'(p) C 0, i- 1, ..., nt}

has dimension n and hence iiat(T") is not empty. We will use this lemma to prove the
existence of an equilibrium Uy defining a path which connects an arbitrarily chosen price
vector in iiit(T") with an equilibrium price vector. Let int(ji(q)) - {p E S" ~ pj ~ 0,
j- 1, ..., n~- 1 and pT a'(q) C 0, i- I, ... , m} denote the relative interior ot Fc(y).

Lemma 2.3 Int(T") has diinension n.

Proof. Let p' be a fixed point of ja. According to Farkas' lemma the relative interior of t~(p')
has dimension ~ti. Now, let pk, k- 1,2,..., be any sequeuce of price vectors in the relative
interior of F~(p') convergiug to p'. So, for all k, p~ ~ 0, j- 1,...,n f 1, and pkTa`(p.) c 0,
i- 1,...,nt. Since a' is continuous in p, there exists an M such that pkTa'(pk) c 0 for
k 1 M. fíence pk, k ~ 111, is in the relative interior of Tn. Therefore the dimension of
int(T") is also ii.

Q.E.D.
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Also the next lentma will be used in the tlie following sections.

Lemma 2.4 Let v be a point in tlie relative iuterior of T". Then v E int(~~(q)) for any
qESn.

ProoL Since v is in int(Tn), we have that v~ ~ 0 for all j. So, it rema~ns to prove that for
any qE Sn, vTa'(q) G 0 for i- 1,...,m. Defitte t}ie function g':Sn ~ R by

9`(P) - P,~(~) - c'(P-~l`1).

Since c' is concave, it follows that g' is a convex Cunction of p. I[ence, for auy q we have

9`(v) ? 9`(q) f (v - 4)T D9`(q),

where Dg'(p) -(a9 P,... a9 P)T. By definition we have that Dg'(p) - a'(p). Hence
Pl ' Pn}~

9'(v) ~ 9'(q) f vTa`(q) - 9Ta`(q)-

Since g'(q) - qTa'(q) it follows tltat vTa'(q) G y'(v) - vTa'(v) G 0.
Q.E.D.

Observe that by the same reasoning we have that v E T" implies that vTa'(y) G 0 for
all q E S". So, if w.e linearize the production side of the economy in a point q E Sn by
taking the input-output coefficients n'(q) at point q as fixed coefficients, then we have that
T" C {p E S" ~ pTA(q) C O}. Thus tve have the following corollary.

Corollary 2.5 For any q E S", the set of feasible prices T" is a subset of the set of feasible
prices of the economy with linear technologies a'(q), i- 1,...,m.

Example
Take n- 2 and suppose there is one technology given by a(p) -(1,- p3 p2,- p2 p3)T.
Then Tn is given by

T"-{pES2~p~-2 p2p3C0}.

Take q- (1 - 2G, L, L)T for 0 G L G 1 ~2. Then for any L, a( q) - ( 1, -1, -1)T and

Tn C{p E S2 I PTa(q) S 0} - {p E S~ ~ ~pt - p2 - p3 G 0}.

Observe that for any q-(1 - 2L, 6, G)T, the set {p E SZ ~ Pi - P2 - Ps - 0} is tangent on
Tn in the point p- (1~2, 1~9, 1~4)T.

3 AN ADJUSTMENT PR,OCESS

In Van den Elzen, Van der Laan and Talman [7] an adjustment process has been given
for an economy with liuear production activities represented by (n ~- 1)-vectors a', i-
1, ..., m. In this section we generalize tliis process for an economy with nonlinear production
technologies represented by tlte functions a', i - 1, ..., m. We assume that Assumption
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F is satisfied. Tlien, let v be a point in int(T"). Such a point can be found by applying
a simplicial fixed point a]gorithm to fiud a fixed point of the correspondence f~. ~Vithout
loss of generality we may assume tliat z(v) does not contain zero coinponents. For a set
U C {1,...,m}, let A(U) be defined by

A(U)-{(p,x)ET"xRt ~pTa'(p)-0foriEU,x;-Ofori~U}.

Observe that for (p,x) E A(U), pT f(p,x) - pT~z(I))- A(p)x~ - pTZ(p) -~~` 1 xipTrt'(p) -
0, i.e., the value oC the excess demand z(p) niiuus the value of the net production A(p)x
is equal to zero. So, for positive prices, either f(p,x) - 0 aud we have an equilibrium, or

f(p,x) has both a negative and a positive couiponent. Let the set S of feasible sign vectors

be defined as the set of sign vectors in R"}~ witli at least one component positive and one
component negative, i.e.

S-{s E R"}1 ~ s~ E{-1,0, 1}, j- 1,...,n ~ 1, with s~ -- 1 for at least one j

and sk - ~1 for at least one k}.

Given the starting price vector in the relative iuterior o[ T", we define for s E S and
U C{1,...,m} the sets A(s,(~) by

A(s,U) -{(P,x) E rl(U) I P~w~ - minpR~rk when s~ --1 aud
k

p~,v~ - RlkX pk,vk when s~ - f 1}.

This definition sa,ys that for a pair (p, x) E .1(s, U), p~ - av~ if s~ - -1, p~ -,Ov~ if s~ - f 1
and av~ C p~ G av~ if s~ - 0, w~ith n- min,~ p~;~vk and ,0 - max~; PkI vk.

Now, let ~U~ be the number of elements of U and let ~s~ be the number of components
of s equal to zero. Then the restrictions p~ - crv~ if s~ --1 and p~ -~3v~ if s~ - fl put
n- 1-~s~ restrictions on the prices. ílloreover, pTa`(p) - 0 for i E U puts ~U~ restrictions on
the prices. So, for (p, x) E .~l(s, U), the number of restrictions on the prices is n- 1-~s~~~U~.
Since the dimension of S" is equal to n, n- (n - 1- ~s~ -b ~U~) - 1~- ~s~ - ~U~ degrees of
ireedom are left for the price variables. So, in case ~U~ ~ 1~ ~s~, no degrees of freedom
are left and in general there is no price vector satis(}'ing all the conditions, i.e., A(s, C~)
is empty. On the other hand, for ( p,x) E A(s,C~) and hence ( p,x) E A(U), there are ~U~
degrees of íreedom for the x-variables. llence, if ~(I~ G 1 f ~s~ we have that A(s,U) is
generically a well-defined manifold of dimeusion ] f ~s~ - ~U~ ~- ~U~ - 1-}- ~s~. Finally, for
s E S and U C {1,...,Tn} we clefine the set L3(s,U) by

B(s,U) -{(P,x) E A(s,U) ~ Í~(p,x) 1 0 when s~ - fl,

f~(p,x) G 0 when s~ --1,

h(h,x) - 0 when s~ - 0}.

So, B(s,U) is the closure of the set of pairs ( p, x) E A(s, U), such that the componentswise
sign of the net excess demand is equal to the sign vector s, i.e., s~ is the sign of f~(p,x),
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j- 1,...,n f 1. Observe that B(s,C~) puts ~s) restrictions on the (1 f ~s~)-manifold

A(s, U). Assuming standard nondegeneracy, regularity and transversality conditions, this
implies tliat the set B(s, (1) is eitlier empty or a 1-manifold, i.e., a collection of smooth
paths and loops. A path has either two end points, or one end point and goes to infin-
ity, or comes írorn and goes to infinity. So, a bouncled patli has two end points. Let B
be the union over all s E S and all (f C { 1, ..., m} of the sets B(s, U). Using the same
arguments as in [i] for the case of linear production, we have~.hat an end point (p,x) of
a path in B(s, U) either lies in a different set B(s', U') or satisfies one of the followiug cases:

a)(p,x) - (v,0),

b) minkPk~vk - 0,

c) f~(p,x) - 0 and sk E{-1,0} for all ~; ~ j,

d) f~(p,x) - 0 and sk E{f1,0} íor all ~ ~ j.

In case an end point (p,x) of a path in B(s,U) lies in some other B(s',U'), then (p,x) is
also an end point of a path in lj(s', U'). ~Ve have that either for just one coniponent j,
s~ E{s;t~,s~-~}, while 3k - sk for all k~ j and U' - U, or s' - s and for some i E C~,
U' - U`{i} or for some i~ U, U' - U U {i}. Linking together all paths we get that the

set B is generically a collection of piecewise smooth paths and loops. Each end point (p, x)
of a path in B satisfies oue of the cases a)-d).

Suppose that case a) occurs. Since (v,0) is an end point of a path in B, there exist
an s and U, such that (v,0) is an end point of B(s,C1). ~~'e have assumed that z(v) does
not contain zero components and that vTa'(v) C 0 for all i. Ilence, s must be equal to
so witlt so - sign z;(v) - sign f;(v,0), j- 1,...,n ~ 1 and U must be the empty set. It
follows that (v,0) is an eud point of a path in B(s,U) if and only if s- so and C1 - 0.

In case U), by definition of the set A(s,U), we must have that p; - 0 for all j with
s; --1. By definitiou of B(s,U) we have that J~(p,x) G 0 for all j with s~ --l. llence
f;(p,x) G 0 for all j with p~ - 0. 1`Ioreover, p~ ~ 0 for all j with f~(p,x) 1 0. 5ince
pT f(p,x) - 0 for all (p,x) E A(U), it follows that J~(p,x) - 0 for all j with p; ~ 0. Ilence
f(p,x) satisfies the conditions of Definition 2.1 and therefore (p,x) is an equilibrium pair.

In case c) we have by defiuition oí the set B(s,U) that jk(p,x) C 0 for all k~ j.
Hence (p,x) is an equilibrium pair. -

In case d) we ha.ve that Jk(p,x) ~ 0 for all ~: ~ j and f~(p,x) - 0. Suppose that
for some I~, fk(p,x) ~ 0. Tlien by definition of the set D(s,U) we have that sk --~1 and

hence by definition of the set A(s, U) we must have that pk~vk - maxh ph~vh ~ 0. This
contradicts the fact that pT f(p,x) - 0. Hence we must have that fk(p,x) - 0 and (p,x) is

an equilibrium pair.
Consequently we can conclude that B contains a path with (v,0) in B(so,0) as one

of its end points. All other end points of a pató in B satisfy one of the cases b), c) or d) and
therefore is an equilibrium pair. So the path in B starting in (v,0) leads to an equilibrium

if this path is bounded.
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Lemma 3.1 Ea.clt path in L7 is bounded.

Proof. Suppose that some path in B is unbounded. Then there exists a sequence ( pk,x~),
k- 1,2,..., in B with some of tlie components of (pk,xk) going to infittity. Without loss
of generality we may assutne t}tat for some s E S and some set U it holds that ( pk,xk) E
A(s,U) for all ~. Since pk E T" and tlierefore tlie components of pk are bounded, we must
have that some components of the sequence xk go to infinity. Moreover, T" is compact and
hence the sequence pk has a cluster point q in T". It is sufFicient to consider a(sub)sequence
of points ( pk,xk) converging to q. Since (pk,xk) E A(s, U) for all k we have that yTa'(q) - 0
for all i E U. Because (pk,xk) E B(s,U) we also ]tave that J~(pk,xk) ~ 0 when sj --fl,
f~(pk,xk) G 0 when sj --1, and jj(pk,xk) - 0 when sj - 0. Ilence there exist numbers
{~~ 1 0, for all j with s~ ~ 0, such that

I(pkixk) - ~, E~jsJe(.i) - Z(!~k) - ~ xka~(pk) - ~ ~jsJe(J) - ~.
{~~e~~0} iEU {j~~~~0}

with e(j) the j-th unit vector in Rn}1. Now, suppose that some components of xk go to
infinity and hence some of the cotnponents of the notuiegative solution (pk x~ ~k) go to
infinity. Since pk converges to g, we must have that some components of (rk,Fik) go to

infinity. 1~Vith q the lituit poiut of the sequence p~, we have that z(pk) converges to z(q)

and a`(pk) to a'(q), i E L~. So, if some components of the sequence (xk,Eik) go to infinity,
then we must have nonnegative vectors xo and ~io and nonzero nonnegative vectors x' and

Ec', such that tlie linear system

z(9) - ~ ria`(q) - ~ lrjS~eÍJ) - ~,
iEU {j~e~~0}

(3)

has a ray of solntions x - xo f~x', ~r - ~~o ~- ~fi', for all a~ 0. Taking equation (3) for
~- 1 and ~- 0 and subtracting the latter equatiott frotn the first we get that

L, xia~(9) f ~ Fi~.c~e(J) - ~.
iEU {~~~~~0}

(4)

must hold. Since q E A(s, U), there is a number G, 0 G b C 1, and a vector w E R~}t
with wj ~ 0 if sj --~1, wj ~ 0 if s~ - 0 aud tnj - 0 if s~ --1, such that q- av ~ w.
Since qTa'(q) -(bv -}- w)Ta'(q) - 0 for i E U, aud, according to Lemma 2.4, vTa'(q) G 0,
it follows that wTa'(q) 1 0 for i E U. Premultiplyiug the system (4) with wT yields

~xiwTa`(q)} ~ {c~u~j-0.
iEU {jle~-1}

(5)

Since wTa'(q) , 0 for all i E U and wj ~ 0 for all j with sj - 1, (5) can only hold when
x; - 0 for all i E U and ~t~ - 0 for all j with sj - 1. Then (4) becomes

~ ~~s~e(j) - 0,
{jl~,--t}

(6)
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which can only hold when ~r~ - 0 for all j with s~ --1. This contradicts that (x',~') is
nonzero and hence each path in B is bounded.

a.E.D.
From Lemma 3.1 we obtain that following the path in B starting at (v,0) we will reach an
equilibrium pair (p', x' ) beiug the other end point of the path. Tliis gives a constructive
proof of the existence of an equilibrium under condition F.

Theorem 3.2 Under condition F the nonlinear constant returns to scale production econ-
omy has an equilibrium.

The path in B starting in (v,0) can be interpreted as an adjustment process. Prices
and production levels are adjusted until an equilibri~un has been reached. As long as all
production technologies have negative profits, the prices are adjusted in the relative interior
of T" according to tlie sign vector of the excess demai~d, keeping tlie production levels
equal to zero. If some production technology i has zero profit pTa'(ti), then also the level
of this activity is adjusted, wliile prices are adjusted according to tlle sign vector of the net
demand and keeping tlie profit of activity i equal to zero. For the case of a linear production
technology with fixed coefficients a detailed description of this adjustment process can be
found in [7].

4 THE SIMPLICIAL APPROXIMATION OF AN EQUI-
LIBR.IUM

In this section we propose a si~nplicia] algorithm to conipute an equilibrium of an econ-
omy with nonlinea.r constant returns to scale production. For a survey about simplicial
algorithms we refer to e.g. Doup [3] or Allgower and Georg [1]. To follow the path sim-
plicially in case of linear production, each piece of a piecewise linear approximation of the
path can be traced by making a linear programming pivot step in a system of n-F rn f 2
linear equations. Starting with a price vector v E.5'n, such that vTa' C 0 for all linear
technologies a', i- 1,...,nt, a column representing the linear activity a` is pivoted into
the system as soon as for some i, pTa' becomes equal to zero. This colunm remains in the
system of equations as long as prices are generated satisfying pTa' - 0. This makes that
this a7gorithm can not be applied in the case of nonliuear teclinologies, because the vector
of coefíicients a`(p) depends on the prices. The linear programming technique does not
allow to adapt all colums representing the technologies a'(p) with pTa'(p} - 0 at each new
price vector p generated by the algoritlun. Therefore we propose an alternative simplicial
algorithm to follow piecewise linearly the path described in the previous section. This al-
gorithm can be seen as a modification of the simplicial algorithm introduced by Doup, Van
der Laan and Talman [4] on Sn to find an equilibrium oi an economy without production.
The algorithm operates with a system of only n -E 2 linear equations, which is an advantage
above the algorithm shortly described above to solve the equilibrium problem with linear
technologies.

The algorithm of Doup, Van der Laan and Talman is one of the most efF'icient variable
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dimension simplicial algorithrns on S", originally initiated by Van der Laan and 1'aluian
[11]. To solve the zero point problem of an excess demand function z on S", the algorithm
can start in an arbitrarily chosen interior point of S",say v. Given the starting point v,
the unit simplex S" is subdivided in subsets A(s), s E S, defined by

A(s) -{p E A(U) I Piw~ - nknpkw~; when s~ --1 and

p~~v~ - nkaxpr;~vk when s~ - -}-1}.

Observe that A(s)f1T" is equal to the set of prices in the projection of A(S,~) on Sn. The
subset A(s) has dimension ~s~ f 1. The algorithm follows by approximating simplicially a
path of prices in A(s) for various sign vectors s E S, such that for any p E A(s) on the
path it holds that z~(p) ~ 0 when s~ - fl, z~(p) G 0 when s~ --1 and z~(p) - 0 when
s~ - 0. So the algorithm follows in S" the path of prices described iu the previous section
in case m- 0(no production teclrnologies). To do so, the algorithm traces a piecewise
linear path in a simplicial subdivision of S", which has the property that each (~s~ -~ 1)-
dimensional set A(s) is triangulated into a finite number oí (~s~ ~ 1)-dimensional símplices.
An appropiate subdivisiou having this property is the V-triangulation of S", described in
Doup and Talmau (5]. To adapt the Doup, Van der Laan and Talman algorithm for the
case of an economy with nonlinear production technologies, each price vector p E Sn is
labelled according to a vector labelling fuuction G: S" ~ R"tZ.

Labelling Rule. For p E Sn, compnte pT n'( p), i- l, ..., m. Now, let h be the technology
which maximizes tlre profit per unit prodnctiou. In case there are several maximizing
teclurologies, let Ir be tlie teclinology with the s~nallest index. So, pTah(p) ~ pTn'(p) for all
i- 1,...,m and h C k for all ~; with pTa~(]1) - pTnh(p). Then

~ 6(P) -((-ah(P))T , ~]T when PTrzh(P) ? ~,

~ 6(P) -[zT(P), 1]T wlten pTahÍP) G 0.

Except for the last additional component ~cith values 0 or ], this labelling has been intro-
duced already by Scarf [14] in order to cornpute an equilibrium for an economy with linear
production activities. Now, let t be equal to ~s~ ~ 1. Then we have the following definition.

Definition 4.1. Let cr(pr,...,p`}r) be a t-sinrplex in the simplicial subdivision of S".
Then the simplex o is s-courplete if the (~r -~ 2)-system of linear equations

ttl

~ ~kb(Pk) - f ~ F~isie(J) - e (n -f- 2),
k-1 lI ~Jl if4)

(7)

with e(j) the j-th unit vector in R"}2, has a nonnegative solution ~k, k- 1,... , t f 1, and
P~ for each j- 1,...,n } 1 with s~ ~ 0.
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Let Z be the the piecewise linear approxiination of the excess deinand function z with

respect to tlie underl}'ing simplicial subdivision, i.e. for p in a i-simplex o(p~,....p~}i)

Z(p) -~k akz(Pk) ~f P-~k OkPk w~th CYk ~ 0 fOT all k and ~k ak - 1. For an 9-

complete simplex o(pt,...,pct~) with solution (~,p.) to the system (ï) of linear equations,

let U be the subset of {1,...,m}, such that for each i E U, there exists a(unique) index

k(i) E{1,...,t ~ 1} for which 6(pk('1) -[(-a'(p))T,0]T. So for every index i E U, there is

a vertex in a whose label corresponds to technology i. Furthermore, let lí be the suhset of

{1,...,t f 1}, such that vertex pk, k E Ií has label 6(pk) -[zT(Pk)T 1]T System (ï) can

now be written as

r z(pk) ( a'(pk('})
~ ~k 1 1 ~ - ~ ~kÍi) 1 0 - ~
kEK ` ~EU ` {j~a~~0}

l~jsje(J) - e(n f 2). (8)

From the last equation it follows that ~kEr~ ak - 1. IIence, lí contains at least one element,
so that the label of at least one vertex of o, sa.y ph, corresponds to the excess demand z(ph)
at ph. This imp}ies that for at least one vertex ph of an s-complete simplex o we have that
phTa'(pti) C 0 for al} i- 1,...,rre, and heuce ph lies in tlie relative interior of T" when also
p~ ~ 0 for all j. The first ra - }. 1 equations of (S) can now be written as

Z(P.) - ~ ~k(i)a~(Pk(~l) - ~ f~js)e(J). (9)

~EU {j~e~~0}

where li -~kEt~ ~~,.pk. Finally, set .x,' -~k(;l for i E U and x; - 0 for r~ U. Observe that
for all k E Ií, pkTa`(pk) ~ 0 for all i- 1....,n1. So, if p~ ) 0 for all j, then p` E rnt(Tn)
since T" is convex.

Theorem 4.2 Let the starting point u be in the interior of S" and let for some s E S,
o(pt, ,pt}1) be an s-complete simplex in A(s) with solution (~,tc) to the system (ï) of
linear equations. Theu o yields an approximating solution to the equilibrium problem if
one of the following properties Lolds:

a)pj-0forall j witlisj--1,
b)pj-0foralljwithsj--~1,
c) fot all k- 1,. .. , t~- 1 with .~k ~ 0, p~ - 0 for all j with s

Proof. Let U, lí, p' and x" be defined as above. To prove that (p',x') is an approximating
equilibritnn, observe that Ii E T", and hence P' satisfies condition (2) of Defmition 2.1.
We now consider condition (1). Since ~i and pk('1 are in the same simplex a, we have that
p' is close to pk('l. So a`(pk('1) is close to a'(p') and from (9) we obtain that

Z(P ) - ~ x~a~(P ) - ~ Frisje(J)~ (10)
iEU {j~a~~0}

where ~ stands for 'approximately equal to'. Since (pk('})Ta'(pk(`1) ~ 0, it follows that
for some positive ci close to zero, p'Ta'(p') ~ -el for i E U. Hence, the profit per unit
production p'Ta'(p') ~ 0 for the technologies i E U with positive production level x;.
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In case a) we have that ~{~~~,~oll~~sic(7) -~lyi,,-}1}{i~s~e(j) 1 0. For ease of
notation, let F~(p', x') be the j-th component of Z(p') -~ i E Ux; a'(Ii ). Then it follows
írom (10) that F~(p',x') ~ 0 if s~ ~ fl and F~(p',x') ~ 0 or F~(p',x') ~ 0 if s~ -~-1.
liowever, v is in the interior of S" and o lies in A(s). By definition of A(s) this implies
that p~ ~ 0 for all j with s~ -~-1. Moreover Z ís the piecewise linear approximation to z
and hence p'TZ(p') ~ 0, while also p'Ta'(p') ~ 0 for all i E U. From this it follows that
also F~(p', x') ~ 0 in case s~ -~ 1. Hence (p', x') satisfies approximately condition (1) of
Definition 2.1.

In case b), we have that ~{~i~,~o}fz~s~e(j) -~{~i,~--r}yz~s~e(j) G 0. Then
F~(p',z') ~ 0 if s~ ~-1 and F~(p',x`) G 0 or F~(p',x') ~ 0 if s~ --1. Hence (p',x`)
satisfies approximately condition (1) of Definitiorr 2.1.

Finally, in case c) we have that F~(p', x') ~ 0 if s~ - 0, F~(p',x') ~ 0 or F~(p',z') G
0 if s~ --1 a.nd FJ(p',x') -- 0 or F~(p',x') 1 0 if s~ - fl. Ilowever, p~ - 0 in case
s~ --1 and hence p~F~(p',x`) ~ 0 if s~ --1. By the same reasoning as in case a) it
follows that F~(p",x') ~ 0 in case s~ - fl. I[ence for all j, F~(p',x') ~ 0 or F~(p',x') G 0.
This completes tlre proof.

Q.E.D.

We now consider the piecewise linear path of prices followed by the algorithm. Firstly,
observe that tlre left lrand side of tliis systeizi lras ~s~ f 2-~ rz ~- 1- ~s~ - n f 3 coluinns.

Nondegeneracy Assumption For each solution to the systern (6) of linear equations, at
most one of the n t 3 variables (a,ti) is equal to zero.

Under this assuuiption tbe system has a. line segment of solutions (a',v.'), if any. An end
point of such a line segmeut is called a basic solution and has exactly one of the variables
equal to zero. Let v E int(T") be a price vector such that z~(v) ~ 0 for all j and set
so - signz(v). Then there is a uuiqne 1-dimensional simplex o(pr,p2) in A(so) with v
as one of its vertices, say v- pl. This simplex is so-complete with ~r - l, ~Z - 0 and
~~ - ~z~(v)~, j- 1,...,rz f 1 as one of its basic solutions. Tlte algorithm starts by making
a linear prograanming step with G(pZ) in the corresponding system ( ï). In genera.l, the al-
gorithm traces a piecewise linear path of prices by making linear programming pivot steps
in the system (i) with respect to a sequence of adjacent s-complete (~s~ ~ 1)-sirnplices in
A(s) for varying sign vectors s. At a solution (~,p), let p- ~k ~kPk. By making a linear
programming step in the system (7) corresponding to a si~nplex a(pr,...,p~}r) in some
subset A(s), the following cases can occur.

Case 1: ~y becomes zero for some g E{ 1, ... , t~- 1}. Then p lies in the facet r of o
opposite the vertex y4. This facet is eitlier a facet of exactly one other t-simplex a' in A(s),
or r lies in the boundary of fl(s). In the first case, a pivot step is made in (ï) with b(n )
where p' is the unique vertex of o' not being a vertex of r. In the latter case, either r lies in
the boundary of S", or r is a simplex in a subset A(s'), where s' is a sign vector such that
s; ~ 0 for some i with s; - 0 and s~ - sy for all j gE i. If r lies in the boundary of 5'", then
by definition of A(s) and the fact that v lies in the interior of T", we have that p~ - 0 if
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s~ --1 for all k~ g. Hence by c) of Theorem 4.2, we have an approximate equilibrium. If
r lies in A(s') with s' as just defined, then r is an s'-complete (t - 1)-simplex in A(s') and
the algorithm continues in A(s') by pivoting the (n ~ 2)-column -s;e(i) into the system,
thereby raising u; from zero.

Case 2: pk becomes zero for some k with sk ~ 0. If s~ ~ 0 for all j~ k, we have an
approximate equilibrium according to a) of Tlieorem 4.2. If s~ C 0 for all j~ k, we have
an approximate equilibrium according to b) of Theorem 4.2. Other~vise, o(pl,...,p~}r) is
a facet of a unique (t f 1)-simplex o' in A(s'), where sk - 0 and s~ - s~ for all j~ k. Let
p' be the vertex of o' not in v. Then a' is s'-complete and the algorithm continues in A(s')
by pivoting 6(p') into the system.

Since all steps are unique the algorithm either terminates with an approximating
equilibrium within a finite number of steps, or one of the variables ~k corresponding to
a vertex pk with a label b(pk) - (-ah(pk)T,0]T for some h goes to infinity. Now, let
v(pt, ,peft) be an s-complete simplex in A(s) and let U, K, p' and x' be as defined
earlier. Then, analogously to tlie reasoning in Tlreorein 4.2, it can be shown that (p`,x')
is approximately close to a pair (p,x) in B(s,U). So, the path of prices followed by the
algorithm approximately follows the projection on T" of tlie adjustment path in B of prices
and quantities starting in (v,0). Similarly to the proof that the path in B is bounded, it
can be shown that all variables ~k are bounded. This implies togethcr with the finiteness of
the number of simplices that the algorithm ends with an approximating equilibrium (p', x' )
as defined in Theorem 4.2. l~Ve have seen that p' satisfies condition (2) of Definition 2.1.
Therefore, we can measure the inaccuracy of the approximation by taking the smallest
E~ 0 su~h that j~(p', z`) G e, j- 1, ... , n f 1. If the accuracy is not sufíicient, i.e. c is
too large, then the algorithm can be repeated with a finer simplicial subdivision of Sn with
p' E int(T") as the new starting point if p~ ~ 0 for all j, or a point in int(Tn) close to p'
if p~ - 0 for some j. In this way a sequence of approximating equilibria can be found with
inaccuracy going to zero.

5 AN ITERATIVE ALGORITHM FOR THE COMPUTA-
TION OF AN EQUILIBRIUM

In IVlathiesen [12] the equilibriinn problem is approximated by solving a sequence of Linear
Complementarity Problems (LCP's). Each LCP in the sequence is solved by the Lemke-
Howson algorithin. In this way, a sequence of prices may be generated possibly converging
to an equilibrium price vector. llowever, the method breaks down if the sequence of LCP's
contains an LCP for which the Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm does not converge.
For an economy with linear production technologies, Eaves [6] proposed an alternative for-
mulation of the Linear Complernentarity Problems. For this formulation it can be shown
that the Lemke-Iíowson algorithm always finds a solution within a finite number of steps.
So, the method always generates a sequence oí approximating solutions which may converge
to a solution of the equilibrium problem. Zhao and Dafermos [17] show that for an economy
with linear production the solution of the equilibrium problem rnay be obtained by solv-
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ing a sequence of quadratic programming problems. At each problem of the sequence the
equilibrium can be found in two steps: at the first step the equilibrium price vector is deter-
mined as a solution of a variational inequality problem of smaller size and then the activity
level vector is determined as tlre solution of a set of linear inequalities. If the sequence of
solution converges, then it converges to a solution of the equilibrium problem. In Krerners
and Talman (9], tlie equilibriutn problem for tlre economy with linear production is formu-
lated as a Variational Inequality problem on the set of feasible prices T". By linearizing
the excess demand function, the corresponding linear variational inequality problem on Tn
is solved by applying an algorithm of Kamiya and Talman (10] for solving linear variational
inequality problems on a polytope. This algorithm always finds a solution within a finite
number of steps. By linearizing the excess demand function at the solution of the previous
problem, again a seyuence of approximate solutions is generated, possibly converging to a
solution of the eqnilibrium problem.

In this section we generalize the algorithm of Kremers and T'alman to the problem
with nonlinear production. Since we are linearizing the problem, we now assume that z is
differentiable on R~}t The next theorem cliaracterizes the set of equilibrium price vec-
tors of an economy with nonlinear production technologies a`(p), i- 1,...,m (e.g. see
Yamamoto [ 16] ).

Theorem 5.1 A price vector p' E T" is an eyuilibrium price vector of the economy with
excess demand function z and procluction technologies a'(p), i- l, ..., m, if aud only if p'
is a solution to the variational iuequality

pTz(p.)Cp'TZ(p') ,forall pET".

The theorern implies that ifp' is asolution to the variational inequality problem, there exists
production levels x; , i - 1, ..., m, such that (li , x' ) satisfies the conditions of DeFinition
2.1. Given the solution p' E T", let U be the set of indices, such that p'Ta'(p') - 0 for all
i E U and p'Ta'(p') G O for alI i ~ U. Then :c; - 0 for i~ U. For i E U, x~ follows from
solving the linear system z(p' )-~,Et, z,a'(p`) G 0.

From Theorem 5.1 it follows that the equilibrium problem can be reduced to the
variational ineyuality problem of the excess demand func.tion z on T". This problem can
possibly be solved by a sequence of Linear Variationa] Ineyuality Problems. To sltow this,
let pk E Sn be the solution to the k-th iterative in the sequence of Linear Variational
Inequality Problcros, k- 1,2,..., and take po arbitrarily in Sn. Purthermore, let v be a
point in tlie iuterior of T". ~Vc will see that pk may lie outside T". Therefore, let ~k be
the solution to

max.~ , such that p'~Ta'(p~) G 0 for alt i, 0 C ~ C 1, (I1)

with p~ - ~pk f( 1 - a)v. Finally, let vk -~kpk }( 1 -~k)v. SO, ~k - 1 and Vk - pk if pk is
in the interior of the convex set T". If pk ~ T", then ak C 1 and vk lies on the boundary of
T" with vka'(vk) - 0 for some i. ~~'e now take vk E T" as the initial point in the (k ~ 1)-th
iterate and linearize the problem around vk. So we define for p E Sn,

zk}t(P) - -(vk) f (Jz(vk)]p,
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where [Jz(vk)] is the Jacobian matrix of first order derivatives of z to p in vk. Furthermore,
we set alk}1~'1(p) - a'(vk). So, at the (k -~ 1)-th iterate we consider the linear production
technology given by a'(vk), i- 1,...,in. Let T"(vk) be defined by

T"(vk) -{p E S" ~ pTA(vk) C 0}.

Then, by Corollary 2.5, Tn C T"(vk). Since, vk E T" we have that vk E Tn(vk). ILloreover,
vk lies on the boundary of T"(vk) if vk lies on the boundary of T". Applying the algorithm
in [9], we can solve the variational inequality problem of the linearized excess demand func-
tion zktt(p) on the set of feasible prices T"(vk) of the economy with linear technologies
a'(vk). The algorithm always finds a solution pk}t within a finite number of steps. Since
T" C T"(vk), pkft may lie outside T" and we have to solve the one-dimensional rnaximiza-
tion problem (11) for k~ 1 to find vktr E T" as tlre approximate solution to the variational
inequality problem of z on T". This approximate solution vktt can be used as the new
initial point in the next iterate. The sequence of approximate solutions vk, k- 1,2,...,
may converge to a solution p' of the variational inequality problem. If the sequence in-
deed converges, this procedure of solving the problem by a sequence of Linear Variational
Inequality Problems is probably more e(ricient than the simplicial algorithm described in
the previous section. If not, then the simplicial algorithm should be applied to solve the
equilibrium problem because such an algorithm is globally convergent.

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have considered the problem of finding an equilibrium in an economy with
nonlinear constant returns to scale production activities. ~Ve Irave shown by a constructive
argument that there exists an equilibrium under the condition that there is no production
without input. Under this condition there exists a price vector such that all nonlinear
production activities make negative profits. It can be shown that startiug from such a price
vector tlrere exists a path leading to an equilibriwn pair of prices and activity levels.

In the second part of tlie paper we are concerned w~ith the problem of the computation
of an equilibritun. In tlie literature severa.l algorithms have been proposed for solving the
equilibrium problem in case of linear production activities. Amongst these algorithms
are simplicial methods and a metlrod with solves the problem by solving a seyuence of
linear variational inequality problems. ~~'e a.dapt these methods for solving the eqnilibrium
problem with nonlinear technologies. Tlre simplicial method follows approximately the
pat,h defined in the constructive proof of the existence of an equilibrium. Tlris method is
globally convergent. The sequence of solutions to the linear variational inequality problems
may not converge. 1`4oreover, at each iteration the set of feasible prices (non positive profit
for each technology) is a subset of the set of feasible prices in the linear approximation of
the problem and hence the solution to the linear variational inequality problem does not
need to be feasible. If so, we have to solve a subproblem to find a feasible starting price
vector for the next iterate of tlre sequence.
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